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MfE Coastal Guidance
• Released Dec 2017 by 

Minister Shaw 

• Supports councils and 
infrastructure managers to 
address uncertainties and 
change with communities

• Not a statutory item, but 
Policy 24 (NZCPS) – “take 
into account national 
guidance” and “best 
available information on 
effects of climate change …”

• MfE committed to annual 
review of it’s currency



Heading Level 2 36pt

• Bullet Point 28pt

• Bullet Point 24pt

• Bullet Point 22pt

Underlying driver: rising baseline SLR
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Seas in NZ have risen
since 1890-1900

~0.2 m since 1920s-40s, 
when much of our urban
coastal areas were
developed

Now little marginal or 
field capacity in low-lying
areas



Sea rise = more frequent flooding, erosion, groundwater rise
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Heading Level 2 36pt

• Bullet Point 28pt

• Bullet Point 24pt

• Bullet Point 22pt

Ever-rising risk the “new norm”

More frequent and higher consequences on back 
of SLR – civil defence will be busier 

Past events no longer a guide for future risks

Paradigm shift is needed

Do we continually react, clean up & stay put?

Do we protect?

• What are limits to this strategy?   Residual risk rises too

Do we anticipate and adapt?

• Accommodate risk (not intensify) or somewhere else

• Can we be strategic and “work with” uncertainty

• Timely investment - not too soon, or too late
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• Ongoing rise in risk (for centuries)

• Uncertainties in rate of change widen towards 
latter part of century and beyond                    
[e.g. global emissions and polar ice sheets]

• Decisions can’t wait until uncertainties are 
reduced

• Move away from a “best-number” approach –
use scenarios to stress-test plans

• Some areas already at adaptation 
thresholds (or imminent in next 2-3 
decades)

• If not imminent - decisions today 
will affect future adaptation options 

Context for Coastal Guidance:  decisions under uncertainty



10-step decision cycle

• Revolves around community, iwi/hapū
and stakeholder engagement

• Five key questions:

A. What is happening?
B. What matters most?
C. What can we do about it?
D. How can we implement the 

strategy?
E. How is it working?

• Any new information, social & economic 
change, or if a large event occurs
→ re-enter cycle where appropriate

2017 MfE Coastal Guidance



What lies ahead: NZ sea-level rise scenarios

100-year window!
for 0.8 m   DAPP

Figure 27: MfE Coastal Hazards & Climate Change



Dynamic adaptive pathways planning (MfE Guidance)

• Dynamic – can respond to changing 
conditions and perceptions

• Focuses on thresholds (not time) when 
the option/policy is no longer effective 

• Mix of short-term actions and long-term
options – but avoid locking in inflexibility

• Stress test options versus 4 scenarios 

• Anticipatory - avoid adaptation 
threshold     rather than reactive

• Timely adaptation by monitoring early 
signals and triggers (decision point)

Current 
situation

Action A

Action B

Action C

Action D

Transfer to new policy action and pathway 

Adaptation Threshold when option fails

Changing conditions

Time high -end scenario

Time low -end scenario
0

0 10 70 80 90 100
Years

10 70 80 90 100



Monitoring the pathways: signals and triggers (decision points)

Increasing risk & vulnerability



Implementing coastal adaptation (from rollout workshops)
• Growing recognition that collaborative community 

engagement processes are needed

• Governance crucial and clear definition of the problem

• What flexibility does LG have to close or abandon assets 
or “freeze” protection knowing it will ultimately fail?

• Who should pay? – resourcing and implementation

• Need to “plan the plan” - present statutory framework 
not particularly conducive to embed long-term adaptive 
strategies, but there are some “workarounds” 

• How can managed retreat be cast and implemented as a 
realistic option?  (resources, approaches, visualization ..)

• Adaptation in the wider sustainability space

R Bell
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